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counterrevolution. His approach offers a convincing, if occasionally teleological, 
explanation for why European conservatives abandoned Spain and Ethiopia, 
attempted to form an alliance with Italy, appeased Hitler, and finally formed a 
grant antifascist alliance. Additionally, despite comparing revolutionary and 
counterrevolutionary antifascisms across multiple nation-states, Seidman 
delivers an accessible narrative that informs readers without overwhelming them. 
Reflecting his previous experience and specialty in the region, chapters examining 
Spain and France are a tour-de-force. They provide ample background while 
clearly explicating complicated issues of race, class, region, gender, and religion. 
Seidman falters somewhat in his analysis of the United Kingdom. Too much 
of his prewar narrative revolves around the figure of Winston Churchill. Given 
Churchill’s wartime importance, this temptation is understandable. Nevertheless, 
Seidman overstates Churchill’s significance to British politics before the Second 
World War. Additionally, this reviewer believes that historians of interwar 
Britain—and to a lesser extent, France—cannot examine the metropole without 
substantively engaging the empire. Churchill’s appalling colonial record must be 
included alongside his antifascist accomplishments. Finally, the title and the scope 
of the book are slightly misleading. In the preface, Seidman contends that he will 
examine “two of the main varieties of antifascism in the major nations of the 
Atlantic world.” In practice, however, he restricts his analysis to Spain, France, 
Britain, and the United States—a relatively small part of the Atlantic World. One 
wonders how antifascisms across West Africa and South America—Chile and 
Argentina, in particular—conform to Seidman’s analytical framework. 
Despite these limitations, Seidman’s Transatlantic Antifascisms represents 
a significant achievement. It provides readers with an effective framework for 
analyzing transnational antifascisms, while also highlighting the importance of 
exploring counterrevolutionary antifascisms. At times, Seidman’s argumentation 
gives the impression that he hopes to extinguish the romanticism of traditional 
antifascist narratives—a necessary, if unenviable, undertaking that has deepened 
our understanding of the antifascist phenomenon. 
Michael Ortiz
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In April 1805, Margaret Berry and Jane Scott were put on trial at the Old Bailey for 
stealing 13 yards of printed cotton from a linen draper’s shop. The shop assistant 
had suspicions about the women from the moment they came in. When asked why 
he had not attempted to pre-empt the theft, the shop assistant bluntly responded, 
“Because I wanted to make it a capital offence.” When reproached for this by the 
counsel for the defence, the shop assistant was unrepentant:
419
Q. Your Christian charity did not prompt you to tell them you wanted them to 
commit a felony, that you might have the pleasure of prosecuting?
A. Exactly. (p. 140, fn.69)
Eighteenth-century England witnessed the rise of a “Bloody Code”—over 200 
laws that stipulated the death penalty, particularly for property crimes that were 
seen to be on the rise—along with a “consumer revolution” and an unprecedented 
expansion in retailing. Shoplifting potentially has a lot to tell us about these 
developments, but in falling at this juncture between the histories of crime, 
consumption, and retail, it has so far escaped detailed attention. 
Shoplifting in Eighteenth-Century England brings these three historical fields 
together in a comprehensive examination of shoplifting between the 1690s and 
1820s. The chief sources are the Old Bailey Proceedings (published accounts of 
the trials held at London’s central criminal court) and manuscript depositions from 
Northern Circuit assize courts. Forensic quantitative and qualitative analysis is 
carried out on a sample of 922 shoplifting cases at the Old Bailey (covering the 
years 1743-1754, 1765-1774, 1785-1789 and 1805-1807) and on 147 shoplifting 
cases heard at the Northern Circuit between 1726 and 1829. This is supplemented 
by a qualitative analysis of cases from the Old Bailey Proceedings outside the 
sample years, along with an impressive variety of other sources, including 
parliamentary papers, Prosecution Society minute books, business records, 
retailers’ diaries, newspapers, prints, and novels. 
Each chapter deals with a specific characteristic of shoplifting: the social 
profile—class, gender, ages, occupations—of those prosecuted (Chapter 1); the 
scale, geography, and topography of the crime (Chapter 2); the ways in which 
shoplifting was perpetrated, prevented, and policed (Chapter 3); what was stolen 
and for what ends (Chapter 4); the economic impact of the crime on retailers’ 
livelihoods (Chapter 5); the law on shoplifting as it was enacted, interpreted, 
and applied (Chapter 6); and public attitudes to the crime (Chapter 7). The book 
also overlays these characteristics of shoplifting with attention to the differing 
viewpoints of the offender, the retailer, and the general public, drawing on the 
criminological theory of “routine activity” as a framework for understanding the 
relationship between criminal, victim, and social environment.
The book offers many important findings. Common myths are dispelled: 
rather than targeting the finest outlets, which stocked higher value items, the 
majority of shoplifters favoured smaller, local shops that “were familiar, had 
fewer staff to detect theft and a clientele among whom their dress and manner 
would not appear conspicuous” (p. 193). Nor was plebeian emulation of high-end 
fashions or elite goods the main driving force behind what was stolen; instead, 
items typically related to popular styles and everyday workwear (p. 124). Simple 
assumptions are also tested rather than accepted without question. By piecing 
together the fragmentary evidence available, Tickell suggests that there was 
no obvious correlation between financial vulnerability and prosecution rates: 
those whose livelihoods were most threatened by shoplifting did not necessarily 
prosecute. Some victims of shoplifting responded with passive acceptance, others 
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with virulent rage (p. 142). Important light is shed on the interaction between 
criminality, retailing, and consumerism. The increasing affordability of glass in 
the eighteenth century gave some protection to retailers from the threat of snatch-
and-grabs, but as market competition increased, so shopkeepers sought more 
effective ways of attracting customers, including external displays of goods, 
resulting in a marked increase in prosecuted cases of external thefts by the early 
nineteenth century. This provoked one judge, trying a case brought by a linen 
draper in 1806, to complain, “If you choose to put your property at the door, so as 
to tempt these poor unfortunate creatures that walk the streets, it is your own fault; 
why do not you keep them within the shop as it was formerly” (p. 70, fn.21). And 
by bringing together material from London and the Northern Circuit, the book is 
able to examine this interaction between criminality, retailing, and consumerism 
through a valuable comparative perspective. The tendency towards external 
display in London was not replicated in the north of England: the (admittedly 
smaller) northern sample indicates a reduction in external thefts over the long 
eighteenth century, as goods were increasingly sold from fixed shops (p. 71).
Across its seven substantive chapters, Shoplifting in Eighteenth-Century 
England contains many insights for historians of crime, consumption, and 
retail. It is something of a shame, therefore, that the book ends with a rather 
brief Conclusion that does not reflect on the historiographical implications of 
the book’s findings. What, for instance, does the interaction between generally 
poor shoplifters, middling shopkeepers, and elite law-makers contribute to the 
extensive debates about crime and social relations in the eighteenth century? 
By the same token, the book is largely silent on its implications for the debates 
about a “consumer revolution” and the history of retail. There is also the looming 
shadow of the “dark figure” of unrecorded offending, a perennial problem for the 
history of premodern crime. To what extent do prosecuted cases reflect patterns 
of prosecutorial decision-making rather than criminality? As Tickell notes when 
examining the social profile of shoplifters, “preconceptions of shoplifter character 
and behaviour could have proved self-fulfilling, accounting for a narrower profile 
of offenders before the courts than the true prevalence of the crime would warrant” 
(p. 75).
These points should not detract, however, from what is a valuable and excellent 
study that will be of particular interest to historians of crime, consumption, 
retailing, and of eighteenth-century studies.
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